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Abstract: -With the rapid development of Internet, the complexity of the network and control difficulty has
increased dramatically. For the problem of fossilization network is more and more prominent, SDN (software
defined network) arises at the historic moment. Due to SDN controller centralized control and the
characteristics of shunt on SDN network equipment, this paper puts forward that part of nodes in the traditional
network are changed to SDN nodes. In a hybrid SDN scenario, a new bi-level programming model in view of
the virtual network by SDN nodes is proposed for traffic engineering algorithm. Using BLABG algorithm
based on sensitivity analysis is to solve the model and to obtain the stability of the equilibrium solution. The
traffic engineering model algorithm is more suitable for the network rush hour. It has good adaptability and can
adjust the flow in the entire network to load balancing, and significantly reduces the delay effect of the
underlying hybrid network and virtual network. Simulation results show that the proposed hybrid network
traffic engineering algorithm is superior to the traditional network model.
Key-Words: - Hybrid SDN; Traffic Engineering; Bi-level Programming; Virtual Network
information, controlling flow on the decisionmaking level becomes more simple and effective.
At present, the industry and academia abroad
have the application and research of SDN traffic
engineering. In industry, Google’s B4 network[2]
uses centralized traffic engineering. Through
computing resource requirements, the network
measures carrying capacity network to achieve
multiplex forward tunnel and the dynamic weight
allocation of bandwidth and uses the ECMP
algorithm based on hash to achieve load balancing.
Microsoft's SWAN[3], two different sharing
strategies as follow: classifying flow and belonged
to different priorities; the same priority flow follow
the principle of maximum - minimum fair, so as to
realize the network running efficiently. Bell Labs
has launched a routing optimization control
algorithm[4], using FPTAS (Fully Polynomial Time
Approximation Scheme) to solve the problem of
optimization of SDN controller, also is this link
utilization rate of maximum-minimum problem.
Academia's research mainly tends to SDN hardware
implementation aspects of traffic engineering, the

1 Introduction
SDN network is a new mode of network
architecture. This network separates the network
logic control from data forwarding, sets controller to
centralized control over the entire network in the
control plane and simplifies the complexity of the
management of the router. The underlying device is
only responsible for forwarding data. The network
model has features as follow:[1] programmability,
open the bottom switch programming interface, the
user can according to their own requirements in
terms of programming; Centralized control, in the
control plane to provide visualization of the entire
network information; Openness, data platform to the
controller with a standard interface for programming
the data platform and information gathering on the
network state; Multistage flow table makes the flow
more flexible and effective management.
More web applications can rapid deployment
based on the characteristics of openness of SDN.
Centralized network status information to traffic
engineering research has injected new vitality. Due
to the mastery of the entire network dynamic
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existing load balancing based on Open Flow
equipment, such as: plug-in - n - serve, aster 'x,
based on the load balancer Open Flow etc [1].
The above SDN network traffic engineering is
deployed in the data centre network. Few scholars
study at home and abroad the Internet traffic
engineering on the backbone network in which SDN
nodes is deployed, because the traditional backbone
network not only large and having various complex
protocols together. Based on this situation, ensure
its effective operation, in recent years, studies have
proposed part SDN nodes will be deployed to the
network formed in the hybrid SDN network in order
to improve the backbone. The network architecture
can be either as a transitional phase of IP network to
SDN, also can regard as the traditional network
environment improvement. Stefano Vissicchio puts
forward integrated hybrid model[5]. The model
considers that SDN is responsible for all the web
services, and using the traditional protocol as a node
FIB (Forwarding Information Base) of the interface.
It will put carefully chosen path into the routing
system, and adjust the protocol parameters to
control the forwarding path. In fact, each node of
the FIB maintenance by the SDN, and controlled by
SDN controller.
In this paper, based on the integration of the
hybrid model, hybrid SDN network architecture is
put forward. We need select some nodes into SDN
nodes and consist of SDN virtual network. Through
the collection of non SDN and SDN nodes state, the
controller adopts bi-level programming model,
considering the whole network efficiency, to
implement traffic engineering on hybrid network.
The architecture integrates the advantages of
centralized and distributed network. In order to
solve the contradiction of upper virtual network and
underlying network, based on a Stackelberg game
model, the upper SDN virtual network as a leader is
centralized controlled by the controller, and aimed
at the optimal system performance; according to
upper virtual decision the lower hybrid SDN as
follower makes advantage of the characteristics of
distributed pursuing yourself utility maximum to
make corresponding flow control decision. Finally
coordinate with each other, system reaches stable
state.

There is a central controller used to control the SDN
nodes, which receives the traditional networking
protocol link information with the entire network
routing logic, and calculates flexibly the routing to
optimize routing table in SDN nodes. During the
routing control in SDN nodes, controller has
considered non-SDN nodes status and the current
traffic demand model, so as to realize the flow split
and path optimization. Because of the characteristic
of the SDN centralized control, we suppose selected
nodes in hybrid architecture as SDN nodes which
consist of virtual network. As shown in Fig.1, the
virtual network topology view exists in a centre
controller. According to the upper user demand for
virtual network traffic, the controller controls
centrally SDN nodes to complete the upper network
routing and traffic engineering. SDN node is a kind
of hybrid router, includes both traditional network
protocol stack, and can support the centralized
traffic control of the controller. In addition to the
instruction to forward data packets according to the
controller, SDN node can also divide flow into
different paths. In the underlying hybrid network
non-SDN nodes support traditional OSPF protocol.
They calculated in accordance with the principle of
shortest path first routing and update the routing
table. This hybrid network eventually improves the
current traditional network performance.
7′
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Fig. 1 SDN virtual network on hybrid network

Specific problem with reference to the
literature[6] is as follows: we are given undirected
network graphs G = (V, A) (G denotes network) and
G′ = (V′, A′) (G′ denotes virtual network in which
SDN nodes hand been selected). In SDN virtual
network, a virtual link (i′, j′) connects adjacent SDN
nodes and corresponds to a path from a SDN node i
to the other one j in underlying hybrid network.

2 Related Knowledge
2.1 System Description
In the proposed hybrid SDN network, SDN nodes
belong to a subset of the entire network nodes.
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Virtual path on the SDN network is composed of
virtual links between the SDN nodes. As shown in
Fig 1, nodes 1, 4, 7, 8 as SDN nodes compose of the
upper SDN virtual network, corresponding to 1′, 4′,
7′, 8′ in virtual network. Virtual link (1′, 7′) and (7′,
8′) compose a virtual path form 1′ to 8′.
In the underlying hybrid network, we use a = (i,
j) to denote a real link, ya to denote flow on the link
a, Ca to denote the biggest available bandwidth on a.
qrs represents traffic demand from node r to node s,
which includes qrs1 (flow on SDN virtual network)
and qrs2 (flow on underlying network) , qrs = qrs1 +
qrs2. Krs denotes the set of all paths in O-D pairs (rs). fkrs denotes the flow between r and s on the first k
(k∈Krs) path. δ ars,k indicates whether the link a on

the routing setting, making traffic load balance
between SDN nodes. The underlying devices
provide flow management[11, 14] function in order to
realize flow division control.
The goal that traffic engineering pursuits is to
balance the entire network load. There are two kinds
of specific metrics, one is the pursuit of minimize
the maximum load all link in entire network. The
other one is the pursuit of minimum average delay
in entire network. Due to the total delay of entire
network can well reflect the entire network average
delay, in this paper we use directly to minimize the
total delay as traffic engineering programming
objectives. Because the goals of two metrics are
different, so the utility function is also different. We
are given their formal description methods
respectively.
Minimize the maximum link load. [15] regards
the maximum link load as a metric of entire network
flow balance. The flow of each link in the
underlying network is given by (1), so the utility

the first k path between r and s. If so, δ ars,k is 1,
otherwise 0.
(1)
ya =
f krsδ ars,k

∑∑∑
r

s

k

In hybrid SDN network, the controller has the
routing logic information of the whole network,
generates virtual network optimization routing
according to the user's demand, and implements
traffic control and network optimization on SDN
nodes by centralized control. In routing optimization
algorithms of SDN virtual network, qr′s′ represents
traffic demand on virtual network from SDN node r′
to SDN node s′. Kr′s′ denotes a set of SDN virtual
paths from r′ to s′ on virtual network. As shown in
Fig 1, there are three virtual paths from 1′ to 8′.
K1'8' = {1' → 7 ' → 8',1' → 8',1' → 4 ' → 8'} . k′(k′ ∈
Kr′s′) denotes only a virtual path through SDN nodes.
a′ denotes a virtual link among two SDN nodes. fk′r′s′
denotes the flow on the path k′. Ca′ denotes the
bandwidth on the virtual link a′. xa′ denotes the load
of virtual link a′.
(2)
xa ' =
f kr' ' s 'δ ar',' sk''

function for traffic engineering is TE = max ya .
a∈E

∑∑∑
r'

2.2 Optimization
Engineering

s'

k'

Model

of

Traffic

Within traditional AS of underlying network, ISP
needs to ensure network load balance in order to
provide more and better services. Traffic
engineering as the tool of ISP network load balance
can be implemented by using MPLS[7] to segment
traffic between two nodes, through multiple
preconfigured channels to achieve flow transmission
between two nodes. Meanwhile use the optimization
of OSPF[8-9] weight method to realize traffic
engineering. In hybrid network with SDN nodes, we
use the controller[10-13] centralized control to change
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Minimize average delay of entire network. [16]
takes advantage of the total delay of entire network
as a way to reflect the average network delay. We
assume that in a certain rush hour, the underlying
switch equipment always batch packets. The time
delay on a link is divided into two parts. The part is
the propagation delay. Due to a short propagation
delay, we do not consider the propagation delay in
order to simplify the model. The other part is the
queuing delay. Impedance that packets encounter in
the process of the transmission is considered as
delay. Assuming that only related to load with time
delay, so the delay utility function for each link
β

 ya  
0
(3)
t a ( ya ) = t a ⋅  1 + α   


C
a
  

ya denotes the load of link a. ta0 denotes the basic
processing time of the underlying switch equipment.
α , β denote parameters.
To minimize the average delay of the entire
network, we can reduce the effectiveness of each
link to realize the entire network optimization. For
each O-D pair when cannot find another path to
make the average delay of entire network minimum,
system can achieve the optimal equilibrium state.

2.3 Bi-level programming
Because the decision-making problem of the large
system needs to consider the influence of various
factors, its decision-making target involves the
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between the lower level network and the upper one,
a balanced system is achieved.
Upper model
Because of the characteristic of the SDN
network, controller controls the flow in order to
obtain the minimum of total delay according to the
information of entire network. So we can adopt the
second principle of Wardrop to describe the model
of system optimization (SO). Usually use shortest
total travel time and generalized cost minimum to
measure system performance, assumed that each OD pair of virtual network on demand is fixed, the
upper virtual network optimization model:

interests of the characters, and these goals and
interests have mutual connection and mutual
conflict in many cases, so it is necessary to adopt
double decision method. Bi-level programming has
considered decision-making targets of two decisionmakers and the interaction between policy
makers[17].
Upper model (U1)

min Z ( x, y )
x

s.t. G ( x, y ) ≤ 0

y = y(x) by the lower level programming model

min z (x, y )

Lower model (L1)

y

s.t. g ( x, y ) ≤ 0

min Z = ∑ xa 'ta ' ( ya ( xa ' ), xa ' )

4,5,6,7
（）

a'
Z is the objective function of the upper level
r 's'
programming. x denote decision variables for the
 f k ' qr ' s '
=
∀r ' ∈ R ', s ' ∈ S '
upper programming. G is the constraint of variables.
 k'

z is the objective function for lower level
s.t.  f kr' ' s ' ≥ 0
∀r ' ∈ R ', s ' ∈ S ', k ' ∈ K 'r ' s '
programming. y denotes the decision variables of

r 's' r 's'
=
f a ' δ a ',k ' ∀a ' ∈ A '
lower programming. g is a constraint of variable y.
 xa '
r' s' k '

The top decision makers influence for lower level
decision makers by decision variable x, and interact
R′ is a set of starting SDN nodes that generates
with the lower decision makers. The lower decision
traffic demand. S′ denotes a set of ending SDN
variables is a function of the upper decision
nodes that attracts traffic. r′ ∈R′ denotes a starting
variables x. y = y (x). The function is generally
SDN node. s′ ∈S′ denotes an ending SDN node.
called reflect function.
Lower model
When the upper network optimizes network the
virtual network need to consider the traffic
distribution
state of lower network. The underlying
3 The Traffic Engineering Model
network
as
a
follower according to upper network
Based on Bi-level Programming
decisions optimizes the lower flow distribution, and
There are the SDN virtual network and traditional
the goal is to make each O - D pair on demand to
network in the proposed hybrid SDN network. We
minimize the time delay utility. We can describe the
expect by SDN virtual network to improve the
goal by the first principle (UE) of Wardrop. Usually
present situation of network and the overall network
use personal shortest travel time and generalized
performance. In traffic engineering optimization
travel cost minimum to measure, the underlying
problem, we consider using two layer networks to
network optimization model:
make decisions together. The upper virtual network

∑

∑∑∑

is controlled by the controller in order to obtain
min Z = ∑ ∫ ta (ω )d ω
(8,9,10,11)
0
a
minimum of overall system time delay, and the
lower distributed network has an expectation for
∑ f krs qrs
=
∀r ∈ R, s ∈ S
each O-D pair its delay in optimal. For two layer
 k

networks’ relation of decisions and conflicting
∀r ∈ R, s ∈ S , k ∈ K rs
s.t.  f krs ≥ 0
goals, the stackelberg game model is used to

rs rs
=
∀a ∈ A
describe the relations. Assuming that the upper
 ya ∑∑∑ f k δ ak
r
s
k

virtual network is the leader, the decision variable is
R is a set of starting nodes that generates traffic
X. The lower network for the follower, the
demand. S denotes a set of ending nodes that attracts
corresponding decision variables is Y. The upper
traffic. r ∈R denotes a starting node. s ∈S denotes
virtual network as a leader implements virtual
network load balancing by the controller, and
an ending node.
routing optimization model is established. The
lower network as a follower, on the basis of flow
distribution in the upper virtual link, decides to own
4 Algorithm Based on Sensitivity
control variables. Finally through limited iteration
ya

Analysis
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Step5: if max x k +1 − x k ≤ σ , algorithm is stopped,
σ is the iteration precision; otherwise, k = k + 1,
turn to step2.
Corresponding to different SDN routing
schemes, it can get different y that is reflected in the
routing of hybrid network according to the
underlying distributed principle selected routing.
Thus we get different control scheme of system
flow, and can choose the optimal solution by
comparison.

In general, solving the bi-level programming
problem is very complex. One of the reasons is that
the bi-level programming problem is a NP - hard
problem. There is no polynomial algorithm, often
can only find the local optimal solution rather than
the global optimal solution. Even if some kind of
programming has an accurate algorithm, obviously
is not suitable for large-scale network problems. So
it usually adopts heuristic algorithm such as
BLABG algorithm based on sensitivity analysis[18],
BLABD algorithm based on differential calculation,
etc. In this paper, we use the algorithm based on
sensitivity analysis to solve the bi-level
programming problem.
In this problem assumes that the time delay
function (impedance) is strictly increasing and is
only function of the link traffic. Thus the balance
link traffic is a continuous function of SDN virtual
link flow changes. In order to find out the
approximate linear relationship between the balance
link traffic flow and the virtual link, using
sensitivity analysis obtain the derivative of balance
link flow with respect to the adjusted value of
virtual link flow.
The basic idea of this algorithm is as follows: set
x* to the initial value of SDN virtual link, y denotes
the corresponding balance link traffic (calculated
from the lower level problem).

ya ( x) ≈ ya ( x∗) + ∑ [
i∈ A

5 Simulation Experiment
5.1 The Setup of
Evaluation Standard

and

At present, the virtual network routing and the
underlying network traffic engineering still choose
NS2 simulation environment. The traditional
overlay of traffic engineering has the algorithm
based on leader preferred strategy (PS) and
traditional non-cooperative game model (NonCo),
etc. Here we contrast BLABG algorithm proposed
in this paper with the traditional algorithm through
the experiment. In order to verify the stability and
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, our
algorithm runs on Matlab platform. First set the
underlying hybrid network topology for 20 nodes
and 80 links. Second randomly select 7 SDN nodes
from 20 nodes to form SDN virtual network. The
hybrid network link bandwidth obeys uniform
distribution of 30-100. Assume that the traffic
demand is uploaded between any two points, which
are on the underlying hybrid network and the SDN
virtual network, according to a given traffic matrix
M, elements in the matrix M denote the traffic
demand between SDN nodes that is the sum of
virtual network traffic and hybrid network traffic.
Assuming that the proportion of the flow of virtual
network that accounts for hybrid network is 0.4. In
order to compare the effectiveness of time delay
utility decrease which SDN nodes bring in peaks
and troughs hours, we set M, 2M, 5M, 10M to
compare their performance respectively.
In order to compare with traditional algorithm,
we use the following three evaluation standards for
each algorithm to evaluate its performance. First is
the hybrid network performance. It can use the
average delay of entire network or the maximum
link load as evaluation standard of the underlying
network performance. For algorithm performance
unified, selecting entire network average delay is as
evaluation standard. Second is SDN virtual network

∂ya ( x)
] ( xi − x 'i ) (12)
∂xi x = x '

When (12) is put into to the upper objective
function, the upper problem becomes a variable
nonlinear optimization problem over virtual link
traffic, which can use the existing method to solve.
Find out the optimal solution for the top problem
(that is, the new virtual network routing), to solve
the problem of the lower again, a new balance link
traffic on hybrid network may be made. Repeating
the basic ideas, and can get a new set of SDN virtual
network routing. Repeat calculation, and finally
algorithm may converge to the optimal solution of
bi-level programming model of the original.
Specific algorithm steps are as follows:
Step1: setting initial solution of SDN virtual link
traffic to x0, the number of iterations is k = 0;
Step2: for a given xk, solving lower level
problem, get equilibrium link traffic yk on hybrid
network;
Step3: sensitivity analysis method is used to
calculate the derivative of balance link traffic yk
with respect to virtual link traffic;
Step4: put (12) into the upper objective function,
to solve the upper problem, get a new set of virtual
link traffic xk + 1;
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traffic load

performance. This paper uses total delay on the
virtual network to reflect the virtual network
performance. The last one is link load distribution. It
refers that when the algorithm terminates and
system is stable, whether the flow on a link
distribution is uniform or not. So this standard
reflects the algorithm has an optimize performance
of network traffic control.

5.2 The Simulation Results and Comparison
In order to compare the impact of the decision of the
three kinds of algorithms for the different demand of
the network, we adjust to the traffic matrix to
compare the end result of three algorithms. Fig.2
shows optimal solution of three objective functions
respectively in the M, 2M, 5M, 10M cases. From
the vertical and horizontal axis, on hybrid network
and SDN virtual network, the total delay with the
increase of network demand is gradually increasing.
And in less demand for traffic, three kinds of
algorithm get the similar total delay. With the
increase of demand for network, BLABG algorithm
solution is better than that of PS and NonCo
gradually. And this advantage with the increase of
demand is more and more obvious. It is verified that
BLABG algorithm in network peak can further
highlight the optimality.

traffic load

Fig.3 Network traffic distribution (matrix M)
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